Abstract
Introduction
The adoption of Radio Frequency Identification Devices (RFID) technology in business applications is accelerating in recent years. RFID has been widely deployed in a variety of applications such as access control and security management, library resource management, highway tolls, pharmaceutical item tracking, patient tracking, and automated parking management (Li et al. 2006) . In one of its prominent business applications, RFID stream data are being used to improve the efficiency of supply chain operations by facilitating the planning and tracking of movement and delivery of goods. RFID data are location-aware and dynamically changing (Hähnel et al. 2004) . Each object with a RFID tag leaves a trail of data as it moves through different locations. Significant opportunities exist for spatial pattern discovery which builds on computational spatio-temporal data models and efficient spatial analytical approaches.
RFID Application in Consumer Observational Research
RFID technology has been increasingly adopted in the retail industry. Small RFID tags are starting to replace Universal Product Code (UPC)-based solutions for many consumer packaged goods for supply chain management and inventory control. Less attention, however, has been paid to the application of RFID to augmenting in-store consumer observational research. The deployment of RFID tags and detectors in a shopping environment could bring about a novel approach to track consumer shopping behavior and enable discovery of actionable spatial patterns. In the past, datasets on consumer shopping paths and purchases were difficult and costly to obtain. In fact, one typically had to physically follow shoppers around the store to observe the routes and motions of the shoppers (Farley et al. 1966) . Although motion-tracking technologies such as cameras and surveillance videos have been available for decades, highly sophisticated software for object recognition is needed to interpret video data. Videobased object recognition is still an active field of research that does not yet offer reliable and cost-effective business solutions for retailers. There exists significant opportunity of using RFID to collect highly accurate data detailing movement and purchasing behaviors of shoppers in real time.
The concept of "smart carts" using RFID tags has been pilot-tested in grocery stores. The Intelligentz system is among the pioneering stakeholders implementing RFID tags on shopping carts. They mount RFID antennas -every 6 feet on both sides of the aisles, with the positions distributed so that no antennas directly face each other. As a shopping cart moves around, the tag attached to it transmits signals along its route and the antennas can pinpoint the card's location within inches (Swedberg 2006) . Sorensen Associates has developed another system named PathTracker®. This system uses an RFID tag attached to each shopping cart to track shoppers' movements as they enter the store until they reach the checkout counter (Larson et al. 2005; Sorensen 2003) . Microsoft is working with MediaCart Holdings Inc. and ShopRite (Wakefern Food Corp.'s supermarkets) exploring consumer shopping patterns and opportunities of sending advertisements to people at certain locations in store by using RFID to sense the whereabouts of shoppers' carts (Microsoft 2008) .
Motivation and Challenges
In this paper, we focus on path pattern discovery with RFID-collected consumer shopping path data. The path of a moving object can be modeled as a sequence of consecutive locations in a three-dimensional Euclidean space. Path clustering with RFID movement data, however, poses several unique challenges. First, the lengths of moving trips of different objects often differ, whereas most existing methods based on the Euclidean distance or other distance measures work best with sequences of equal length. . Second, the objects carrying the RFID device may move at different speeds with location data sampled at unevenly-distributed time points. As a result, the application of the Euclidean distance-based methods becomes difficult when working with real RFID trace data. Third, the presence of obstacles poses an additional challenge to spatial path analysis. Tung et. al. have studied the problem of how to cluster based on the "obstructed distance" --the length of the shortest Euclidean path between two points without cutting through any obstacles. Their proposed approach relies on (a) pre-processing spatial data points to construct a visibility graph reflecting the obstructed physical infrastructure, and (b) applying micro-clustering, i.e., using spatial join index to find all-pairs shortest paths in the visibility graph. They then use the COD-CLARANS algorithm to compute obstructed distance (Tung et al. 2000; Tung et al. 2001) . Although this proposed method deals with spatial obstructs, it cannot be directly applied to path clustering in obstructed space.
To summarize, there is a critical need for effective path pattern discovery methods that can take into consideration the unique requirements of RFID-collected shopping path clustering. Our proposed method is based on a sequential representation of spatio-temporal series consisting of discrete locations and a variation of the Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) based path similarity measure. Our approach, called Network enhanced LCS Scheme (Net-LCSS), provides a natural and convenient model and the related algorithm for customer shopping trip clustering.
Related Work
The path clustering problem has been extensively studied in the trajectory pattern analysis literature. Technically, "trajectories" often define a spatial movement as a function of time, while with "paths," it is not necessarily the case that movement in the space can be generalized as a function of time. In this paper, this technical difference plays a nonessential role and we refer to spatio-temporal traces as "paths", or "trajectories" interchangeably.
Path clustering research is mainly concerned with three major issues: path representation, similarity measure between paths, and clustering techniques. The three subsections below briefly survey related technical research in these three areas, followed by a summary of related grocery shopping behavior studies from the marketing and data mining literature.
Modeling Moving Objects and Movement Pattern Discovery
Modeling moving objects involves determining trajectory representations, developing related data structures, and defining the set of allowable operations on the data, often serving the purpose of efficient data retrieval, query and indexing (Liao et al. 2007) . With respect to representation, researchers have proposed to keep a motion vector, or sliced trajectory segments that can be saved as a function of time (Forlizzi et al. 2000) . The moving objects in such models may evolve not only in positions but also in structures and extent. In another approach motivated to detect anomalies from moving objects trajectories, trajectories are expressed using discrete pattern fragments called motifs. A motif is a prototypical movement pattern such as right turn, u-turn, or loop. Each motif is associated with a set of spatio-temporal attribute-value pairs such as duration, top speed, and landmark location (Li et al. 2007 ).
Modeling moving objects constrained by road networks has also been studied (Speičys et al. 2003; Vazirgiannis et al. 2001 ). These authors model road networks as graphs, capturing the geographical connections and accessibility to facilitate tasks such as proximity queries.
Trajectory Similarity
Common similarity measures for two vectors include the p-norm distance and Hausdorff distance. Another approach to expressing the similarity between two trajectories is studied in (Gunopoulos 2002; Vlachos et al. 2002) , where a longest common subsequence (LCS) based similarity measure is proposed. In (Vlachos et al. 2002) , the LCS-based algorithm can specify a constant δ to control how far in time the algorithm can go in order to match a given point from one trajectory to a point in another trajectory. Note that in our shopping trip clustering application, we intend to align the shopping trips not in terms of time, but in terms of spatial closeness. In the work by Hwang et. al. (Hwang et al. 2005) , the authors propose a similarity measure based on points of interest (POIs) on road networks. The current literature does not provide details concerning the assessment of the methods required to provide efficient similarity search. Moreover, it is not clear how trajectories of different lengths can be handled effectively.
Clustering Approaches
Grouping similar shopping trips can be modeled as a clustering problem. We review a number of different clustering paradigms that have been proposed in the literature. They differ in clustering objectives and as a result often entail different definitions and evaluation criteria. These methods include agglomerative clustering, partitioning approaches, and density-based methods. Instead of discussing any particular method in depth, we only review the general ideas informally. For a comprehensive review of clustering algorithms such as BIRCH, CURE, DBSCAN, and others, refer to (Berkhin 2002) .
The class of agglomerative clustering techniques identifies clusters in a bottom-up fashion. The agglomerative approaches first view each individual object as a cluster and then incrementally merge the closest pair of clusters until a targeted number of clusters remain. Partitioning methods instead take a top-down approach. These methods typically first randomly put all the objects into k clusters, and then iteratively exchange objects between these k groups for improved clustering quality until no further improvement can be made. As the process may produce local optima, partitioning methods are often repeated for a number of initial random starting points. Density-based methods discover dense regions in space, where objects are close to each other. All these methods discussed above can be potentially applied to spatial points with proper distance measures. The key is how to define these distance measures among two objects or paths, as discussed in the previous subsection.
Grocery Shopping Behavior Studies
Consumer shopping behavior study in a retailing environment has been a prominent part of marketing research for decades. Theories correlating consumers' brand choices, price searching, as well as spending habits, with consumer demographics, social economic factors, and searching costs, have been proposed applying an array of modeling techniques and analytical approaches (Dickson et al. 1990; G Katona 1955; Kim et al. 1997; Olshavsky et al. 1979 ). For instance, Urbany et. al. tested a comprehensive model of costs and benefits of search for groceries, where they identified five categories of variables affecting price search for groceries: economic returns, search costs, human capital, demographics, and psychological returns. They concluded that grocery shopping behaviors are consistent with the costs and benefits of search (Urbany et al. 1996) . Putrevu et. al. proposed an analytical model with different types of human capitals (information capital, knowledge capital, etc.) to interpret consumer search behaviors for groceries (Putrevu et al. 1997 ). However, little work has been dedicated to studying in-store searching behaviors considering store layout and other spatial factors (e.g., placement of products).
Association rule discovery is well-suited for applications of market basket analysis to reveal regularities in the purchase behavior of customers. Association rules in a retailing context are rules showing what items are more frequently bought together than others. These rules can be obtained by analyzing sales transaction data (Agrawal et al. 1993) . Researchers have recently proposed to utilize association rule mining approaches to resolve product assortment and allocation problems in retailing (Brijs et al. 1999; Chen et al. 2007 ).
Researchers have also conducted empirical studies, looking for patterns in consumer shopping trips. For instance, shopping trips are classified as either "quick trips," where customers run into a store for a few items they need right now; or a "stock-up" trip, during which customers usually plan ahead and make a large stock-up buying (Kahn et al. 1989; Kim et al. 1997) . However, the difficulty of accessing data of real consumer shopping trips has been faced by most researchers. Two major firms providing relevant data (e.g., scanner data at check-out points) are Information Resources, Inc. (IRI) and Nielsen. These datasets are not only proprietary, but also limited in that they provide only shopping-basket level information. It is unknown how consumers move around the retailing space, and in which order the purchasing decision of individual items was made during the process.
Recently, a few researchers have started to leverage the datasets made available with RFID devices for shopping behavior discovery (Hui et al. 2007; Larson et al. 2005; Sorensen 2003 ). This thread of work started from the proposal made by Sorensen using RFID devices attached to grocery shopping carts to track shoppers' in-store movement (Sorensen 2003) . In a closely related work, Larson et. al. performed a clustering analysis on consumer grocery shopping trip patterns with the RFID logged shopping trip data provided by Sorensen Associate (Larson et al. 2005) . They grouped shopping trips into different clusters, and described the prototypical path of each cluster, laying out some preliminary observations. The analysis consists of two components: 1) discretizing the store space into a number of "zones" (shopping areas); 2) employing a k-medoid clustering algorithm which uses the pair-wise distance of two visited points on two paths as the distance measure for clustering. These analyses are of a descriptive nature providing no interpretation of the detected patterns. In (Hui et al. 2007; Hui et al. 2006) , the researchers formulated a probabilistic model of shoppers' movements and purchase tendencies with product attraction as latent variables. They hypothesized the impact of product placement and effective in-store merchandise distribution on consumer visit, shop, and purchasing behaviors by modeling visit-to-shop and shop-to-buy conversions. They employed the Hierarchical Bayes framework to address the heterogeneity of individual customer shopping preferences. Their model has been tested against real shopping trip data from PathTracker with fairly good accuracy.
Net-LCSS: A New Approach for Customer Shopping Trip Clustering
In this section, we present our proposed Network enhanced LCS Scheme (Net-LCSS) approach. We present details on our network-based path representation and the modified LCS algorithm to compute shopping trip similarity. We also discuss some implementation considerations.
Path Representation in a Network
Earlier works in path clustering model the movement as functions over time. However, shopping trips in stores or vehicle traveling information on roads often cannot be depicted as continuous functions over time. Intuitively, a path can be discretized as a sequence of regions travelled with symbols representing these regions.
More formally, a spatial path consists of a sequence of n point locations of a moving object where the locations are read at consecutive time steps. The path of a moving object is a polygonal line that can self-intersect. The definition of position and path data types can be easily extended, as more information regarding each location such as staying time becomes available. When positions are not given as spatial coordinates, but instead as the names of places, the corresponding path becomes a sequence of distinct strings.
Network: a network G is comprised of nodes V and edges E, G: =<V, E>, where nodes denote the discrete locations in the space under study, and the edges indicate the connectivity between the locations. We assume that the network is undirected in our grocery shopping environment. In general, a network channels the traffic for all moving objects. For instance, pedestrians usually follow a network of sidewalks. Incorporating the connectivity network provides a realistic perspective to path analysis. In the case of grocery shopping, people move around following the aisles where items to be sold are displayed over shelves. The store layout can be represented as a "network," with the discrete areas of each product shelf represented as nodes, and the aisles connecting adjacent areas as edges. Areas that are blocked off by shelves are not connected by a direct edge, even if they are close measured by the Euclidean distance. In this representation, each shopping trip can be easily modeled as a sequence of discrete positions corresponding to a sequence of nodes on the network.
The reason for using this network-based representation to depict the movement space for path comparison is twofold. 1) With a network-based approximate matching scheme, we can represent object movement as sequences of symbolic strings, and apply string matching-related algorithms for similarity computation.
2) The network-based representation free us from the trouble of dealing with spatial obstructs that tender the Euclidean distance ineffective in measuring spatial closeness among paths.
In general symbolic sequence matching, two strings either match or do not match. In our case, however, for the purpose of measuring spatial closeness of two trajectories, two symbols denoting two regions cannot be matched the same way as in standard symbolic sequence matching. The network topology in effect provides some crude distance measures where two connected nodes are closer than two disconnected ones.
We now introduce some concepts needed for the algorithmic description of our approach. 
Net-LCSS based Path Similarity
According to errands chaining theory, people move around with a goal (Adler et al. 1979 ). The locations visited are usually not completely randomly connected. Instead, the order of visitation plays an important role in explaining the moving behavior. This is especially true in consumer shopping behavior. The items people have put in their carts and the product categories already visited impact the next visit decision. For example, assume that Shopper A and Shopper B's visitation sequences are "HUFGS" and "SGFUH," respectively. Their shopping trips are exactly the same if we ignore sequencing. However, these two trips could be quite different. Suppose Shopper A shops produces and diaries first and then cookware, while the other shopper B shops cookware first and then produces. It could be the case that Shopper A is just doing a normal grocery shopping, stocking up his/her refrigerator. Shopping cookware is simply because cookware happens to be in the sight. On the other hand, Shopper B might come to the store because he or she needs the cookware right at the moment while the produces come into play as a matter of convenience.
Given two paths P 1 and P 2 as defined earlier, we use P 1 (i) and P 2 (j) to denote the sequence prefix such that P 1 (i) = < p 11 , p 12 , ..., p 1i > and P 2 (j) = <p 21 , p 22 , ..., p 2j >. We define the length of the Longest Common Subsequence (lenLCS) of the two paths in a recursive manner as:
), ( 1))) max lenLCS P i P j lenLCS P i P j lenLCS P i P j
is a positive real number between 0 and 1, measuring the distance between two given positions.
Let S k = <s 1 , s 2 , ..., s k > be the longest common subsequence between P 1 (i) and P 2 (j).
Case (i): if p 1i = p 2j , then obviously s k = p 1i (or p 2j ). If not, either p 1i or p 2j could be appended to S and a longer common subsequence can be constructed, contradicting that S was the LCS. At the same time, S k-1 = < s 1 , s 2 , ..., s k-1 > must be a LCS of P 1 (i -1) and P 2 (j -1). Otherwise suppose W h is a longer common subsequence of P 1 (i -1) and P 2 (j -1) and h > k-1. By appending p 1i or p 2j to W h , we can get a common subsequence W h+1 by concatenating W h and p 1i or p 2j for P 1 (i) and P 2 (j), where h + 1 > k, contradicting that S k is the LCS of P 1 (i) and P 2 (j). Thus, lenLCS(P 1 (i -1), P 2 (j -1)) = k -1, which implies that lenLCS(P 1 (i), P 2 (j)) = 1 + lenLCS(P 1 (i -1), P 2 (j -1)). are not connected at all, the last element in the LCS of P 1 (i) and P 2 (j) either does not match p 1i or does not match p 2j (neither exact match nor partial match). The possibilities are that the LCS of P 1 (i) and P 2 (j) is the maximum of the two: LCS of P 1 (i -1), and P 2 (j), and LCS of P 1 (i), and P 2 (j -1). To consolidate these cases corresponding to 1 2 i j p p ≠ , we end up with lenLCS(P 1 (i), P 2 (j)) = max(lenLCS(P 1 (i -1), P 2 (j)), lenLCS(P 1 (i), P 2 (j -1)), δ + lenLCS(P 1 (i -1), P 2 (j -1))).
Similarity: we define the similarity function sim(P 1 , P 2 ) between two paths P 1 and P 2 as sim(P 1 , P 2 ) = 1 2 ( , ) lenLCS P P mn , given m and n as the path lengths respectively.
In the following section, through computational experiments we will show how the proposed similarity measure supports effective clustering of shopping trips.
Computational Experiments and Evaluation
To evaluate our proposed Net-LCSS approach, we have performed two sets of computational experiments. The first experiment uses a dataset containing information regarding real shopping trips collected by hand. When RFIDcollected shopper movement data are available to us, we will certainly conduct a more realistic analysis and come up with possible empirical insights. This small-scale pilot study aims to illustrate the effect of the distance setting δ in path similarity computation. The process we went through to construct the dataset used in this pilot study (collecting and encoding trips, encoding store layout, and resolving conflicts concerning product placement) also proves to be useful as to providing insights to data collection and pre-processing. Without knowledge about real customer clusters, we will not be able to quantify the effectiveness of our clustering approach in comparison with existing methods. We therefore conducted a second computational experiment with a simulated dataset generated by realistic and proven models. (We are in the process of acquiring a real-world RFID dataset from PathTracker in the very near future and further empirical analysis and testing of our approach using real-world data is planned.)
A Small-scale Case Study
Our pilot dataset consists of 32 shopping trips collected by actually following 32 shoppers who visited a local grocery store at different time slots during a weekend. This local grocery store is a mid-sized store with a full range of grocery categories, as well as pharmacy, and a bank teller window. Part of the store space is depicted in Figure 1 . Figure 2 provides details about the store layout. 
Simulated Datasets
The number of data points collected by hand in our first study is relatively small. Although this pilot study has helped illustrate some of the properties of our proposed method, it cannot be used to directly assess the effectiveness of our approach. To further evaluate our approach and compare it with existing methods, we have conducted a second computational experiment using simulated data with known clusters. We applied Hui's model (Hui et al. 2007 ) to generate simulated shopping paths. This model has been shown to be able to reliably generate shopping trips of realistic features. In (Hui et al. 2007 ), the authors calculated some key summary statistics of the simulated data set, and showed that these statistics are not significantly different from a real dataset.
When generating the simulated dataset, we kept the same floor design as that of the real grocery store we used in our first study. At the store level, each zone is associated with one product category. Each product category is associated with an attraction variable. As proposed in Hui's model, the attraction vector for the n-th customer is given by a normal distribution ~( , )
z z − is the distance between the two zones z j and z j' , computed as the length of the shortest path on the store layout network. (The covariance A Σ between product categories could be designed to leverage frequent item set analysis. We leave this for future study.) Each customer is assigned a set of individual level parameters. As a shopper moves around, the attraction vector will be updated by , 1 , (1 ), 0
The negative η is an updating parameter computed as , 1 / (1 ( )) 0.5
is the number of times a shopper has visited zone i up to step t, j ∆ is an individual parameter drawn from a normal distribution N(-0.341, 0.010), specifying how much zone i's attraction changes after he or she has visited zone i.
The simulation process is as follows: there is a fixed predefined set of zones near the entrance, from which a customer will randomly pick one as a start. The following zones and the next visit zone will be determined by a utility function of each neighboring zone (belonging to the zone set M(x t )) that are directly connected to the previous step
The utility function was formulated by Hui's model as
. Z i denotes the baseline visit propensity (Z i is given N(0,1.5)), while the other component determines how much visit decisions can be explained by zone attractions, and it is governed by an individual-level parameter κ. The visit decisions are also influenced by the zones beyond the very next step, and this effect is modeled by a "forward-looking" parameter λ. The "forward looking" variable models a shopper's choice of next visit while also considering if the choice bring him or her closer to the products of interest beyond the very next step. λ = ∞ means that the shopper is myopic, only concerned about the attractiveness of what is immediately ahead when making the visitation choice.
Clustering Simulated Shopping Trips
We adopt the entropy and purity measures to assess the effectiveness of the proposed path clustering method. Intuitively, both metrics measure the degree to which each cluster contains objects of a single class. They are fractional values between [0, 1]. Li et. al. (Li et al. 2004 ) provided a detailed technical explanation regarding entropy based cluster assessment. Purity measures the number of correctly classified points. Higher purity value indicates better clustering quality. In summary, small entropy values and large purity values indicate good clustering solutions. (An extensive discussion of clustering validation can be found in the review by Jain et. al. (Jain et al. 1999) .)
As to implementation, the proposed Net-LCSS path similarity measure is used to calculate the similarity matrix of path pairs, and a clustering toolkit -CLUTO (Karypis 2002 ) is used to determine the clusters of the paths. CLUTO is a suite of clustering methods for high-dimensional data sets. It performs clustering given a similarity matrix and desired number of clusters.
In the previous subsection, we have discussed how Hui's model can be used to simulate the shopping paths that reflect different customer shopping behavior. To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, we generated three groups (C1, C2, and C3) of customers with each group containing 1000 customers with their shopping paths simulated with different model settings. The proposed approach clusters the shopping paths in 3, 6, and 9 ways.
Entropy and purity of the resulting clusters are computed and shown below. To evaluate how well the models governed generation of customer shopping behavior and whether indeed significantly different groups of customers were generated, we also clustered the same set of customer shopping trips, labeling each trip with a random class. As shown in Figure 4 , the purity decreases, indicating that the three sets of simulated paths do have less randomness than randomly labeled ones. That is, the customers tend to cluster according to different simulation settings, indicating the existence of underlying (model-controlled) patterns.
Figure 4: Grouping effects of the simulated datasets
The experimental results of clustering customers with varying λ are shown in Table 1 . The column "cid" corresponds to 9 resulting clusters. λ governs customer forward-looking behavior with a larger value indicating that the shopper is fairly myopic who is only concerned about the attractiveness of what is immediately ahead when making visitation choice (Hui et al. 2007 ). 9-way clustering resulted in the best performance for the three groups of customers. We note that although the simulated datasets were generated using 3-group parameter settings, clustering in 6-way or 9-way usually perform better than in 3-way, as the randomness other than the controlled parameter setting within each customer group might contribute to further separation of the dataset. The experimental results shown in Table 2 are for groups of customers with different values of parameter κ. κ is used to govern the extent to which visitation behavior can be explained by zone attractions. Customers with a higher κ tend to shop products of higher attractions (e.g., milk, orange juice are often of high attraction), and visit the zones where those products are placed. The above experiments have shown fairly promising clustering performance with low entropy and high purity. We have also compared the performance of the proposed approach with a pair-wise Euclidean distance based clustering approach. This approach was chosen as a baseline method because of its wide use (Larson et al. 2005) . The pairwise distance based method computes the Euclidean distance between two shopping paths by summing up the pair distance between each pair of locations on two paths. To handle the problem with two paths having different number of steps, we adopted a commonly used solution, that is, evenly dividing the longer path to make it have the same number of steps as the shorter one, and then using the location at the cutting point of the longer path for distance computation. Distances of the pairs of locations are then summed up to be used as the distance of two paths. Again, 3-way, 6-way, 9-way clustering with the pair-wise distance based similarity measure were performed on the simulated datasets. The cluster quality statistics -entropy and purity, are shown in Figure 5 . The proposed Net-LCSS approach obviously outperforms the pair-wise distance based method. In addition, by examining clustering quality improvement as clusters are further separated, we observe that the Net-LCSS algorithm improves as we further split the clusters, whereas the pair-wise distance based method shows little improvement. 
Concluding Remarks
One of the most important tasks of analyzing behavior of moving objects is to group and search for objects with similar traversal paths. Existing research on clustering similar paths of moving objects mainly works in the Euclidean space. We observe, however, in many real-world spatial analysis applications, the objects move on predefined spatial networks and the path similarity measure needs to handle paths varying in length.
An interesting business application of path clustering is concerned with consumer shopping behavior study. The shopping trip data in the retailing environment can now be easily collected with RFID devices. Such data provide significant opportunities for retailers. In this work, we study consumer shopping behavior from a data-driven perspective. We develop a suitable representation for customer in-store shopping trips and define similarity measures between shopping trips in a network. Our proposed Net-LCSS method was tested on a relatively small set of hand-collected data, and a carefully generated simulated dataset. Using measures including entropy and purity, we have shown that our approach is able to deliver satisfactory clustering performance. Compared to a baseline algorithm that computes path distance by summing up pair-wise location distances on the paths, our method can identify more accurately customer groups.
We are extending our research in the following directions.
First, we plan to perform in-depth empirical analysis of real-world shopping trip data collected through RFID sensors (to be made available through our corporate partner). In addition, various data management problems associated with real RFID data (e.g., data cleaning, removing duplicate reads, reasoning about location uncertainties) will be explored.
Second, the proposed method in this paper focuses on spatial similarities between shopping trips. In the future, we plan to incorporate temporal similarities such as those related to time of day, day of week and holiday shopping.
Third, the shopper movement data made available by sensor techniques are quite new to retailers. There are multiple opportunities to pursue this shopping trip analysis problem further from an analytical perspective. Shopper's shopping characteristics could be inferred, making personalized real-time advertising possible. Collaborative filtering has been adopted by online retailers for a long time. There is great potential to develop in-store versions of such techniques.
Fourth, this line of spatio-temporal data analysis research can find applications beyond in-store shopping. In Web computing, we may find sequential patterns in web click streams, where the network structure is available as hyperlinks. In GPS applications, each moving object leaves a trace of its movement as a sequence of GPS recorded geographical coordinates. Analyzing these GPS data streams could lead to many interesting applications.
